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Abstract 
 
Coming back in from the cold: reassessing translation and first language 
use in language teaching and learning.  
 
Translation and other uses of students' own languages come "naturally" as a 
resource for those who are able to use them in language teaching and learning.  
Translation is a useful skill in itself: personally, socially, and professionally. It 
provides insights into the nature of language and culture.   It respects students’ 
first-language identities, allowing them to build on existing knowledge, and 
relate a language they know to the one they are learning.  It is intellectually 
stimulating and aesthetically pleasing.  It is also a good way of assessing 
proficiency.  Yet strangely translation has become a pedagogic outlaw, ignored 
or derided by almost every major language teaching theory of the last hundred 
years. 
 
This talk considers the reasons for this marginalisation, and why there is still 
little serious consideration of translation or appeal to students' own languages 
as a means or end of language learning.  It illustrates how the dismissal of 
translation has been largely based on ridicule and partial observations, and 

argues for a more rational and evidence-based reassessment.  
 
 


